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Reduce language requirement, faculty says
by Rebecca Falcon
NEWS EDITOR

•

.·

Faculty Senate voted to reduce
theforeignlanguagerequirement
to make UCFmore like other state
universities, they said.
A resolution adopted by Faculty Senate Friday states that
all students seeking a bachelor
of arts degree will have a minimum foreign language proficiency equivalent to one college-

year and suggests that colleges business leaders in the commugrantingdegreesotherthan the nity all gathered in the Student
bachelor of arts review their Center Auditorium Fricurricula, encouraging an ap- . day to voice their opinion
preciation of other cultures.
about the resolution.
"It's not a good symHowever, the resolution is
temporary and will have to be bol that we're presenting
approved by the university pro- to the academic ·commuvost and president.
nity," Bill Crant, head of
"I think they'll accept it [the foreign languages, said. '
resolution]," Glenn Cunningham, "We are the keepers of the
university's reputation."
Faculty Senate chair, said.
Students, faculty, staff and
Crari.tadded that propertime

and consideration has not been ing adequate thought to the outgiven to the resolution. "Investi- come."
gating the manner
However,
John-P a ul
generally has a pro- Lonners, a 24-year-old access that takes at least ~ounting student, saw the fora year," Crant said.
eign language requirement .a s
In contrast, a needed challenge for stuGary Holton, chair .of dents. "I remember suffering
the Criminal Justice through a chemistry class, but
Department, said "If I don't think it should b~
there was a knee-jerk reaction, it dropped from the program,"
was in the adoption of such a
rigorousrequirementwithoutgivFOREIGN continued page 5

UCFREACHes

•

tO halt AIDS
Biii Cushing

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A news broadcast last Friday should
make Orlando residents sit up and
take notice.
According to a study presented to the
U.S. Conference ofMayors in Washington,
D.C., the chance ofCentral Florida heterosexuals contracting AIDS is twice as good.
Since the decade began, the topic of
AIDShasgonefrom whoisatfaultforits
spread to discussions concerning how to
halt its seemingly inevitable spread.
On the UCF campus, several orgaajzations have taken up the gauntlet against
thedeadlyvirus.AmongthesearetheAIDS
Institute, and REACH, Responsible Education and Action for Campus Health.
The aim ofREACH, according to Suzan
Curth of the UCFWeJlness Center, is to
encourage a "pro-active approach and
not treat it as a taboo subject."
Taking that direction, REACH, along
with the Student Wellness Advocate
Team and Promoting Alcohol Responsibility Through You will sponsor "Rush
for Life" on Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the UCF green. That evening
Forte, a local jazz band, will perform.
Marchers celebrate Dr.Martin luther King, Jr.'s birthday Wednesday, singing theme song "We shall overThose other university groups now income." (Michael DeHoog FUTURE)
clude Pi Sigma Epsilon, a national service
fra~rnity whose UCF members voted laSt
December to make AIDS awareness its
community service project for the acaAt the auditorium, students were
R. Derrick Thomas then spoke of demic year.
Mlchael Crutchley
shown a video history -of King and at "Purpose" to the students, recalling
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
''Basically, REACH is supporting PSE's
12:30 p.m. mistress of ceremonies the progress the United States has attempts to increase AIDS awareness ort
"Ready or Not?" was· the question Shana M. Mike began the commemomade toward racial equality in the last campus," Curth said.
Keynote Speaker Patricia Russell- ration, introducing Je'nah L. Bing for
30 years and emphasizing that more
"Since our chapter (of PSE) is called
McCloud asked of UCF students the invocation.
work needs to be done to make King's Delta Delta, we're calling the project
Wednesday at the 12th annual ComBobby Lyons, a ·representative of the dream a reality.
Awareness Involving Delta Delta in Somemorative Observance of the birthMetropolitan Orlando Urban League,
Following a singing solo by Gordon ciety," she said. "We're working on major
day of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
started the program with a reenactment Adams, Crystal St. Julien ofAlpha Kappa projects for February, including a fiveAfter a rather slow start, the Free- of King's legendary "I Have a Dream"
Alpha sorority introduced the guest kilometer run on campus that's called
dom March began at the Reflecting
speech in a tribute to the Nobel Peace speaker, attorney Russell-McCloud.
Run For Life."
Pond and finished at the Student Cen- Prize recipient.
Attorney Russell-McCloud holds an
According to Dawn Frederickson,
ter Auditorium. As they marched, stuNearly all of the students in the audi- impressive array of awards and distinc- · PSE's director of AIDS Awareness Condents sang "We Shall Overcome" and torium, participated in the opening song,
tions, among them her noted speech "If certs, Thursday's concerts will begin at
held up a portrait of King. About 50 "Lift Every Voice and Sing," as was the
Not You Who, lfNot Now When," which 11 a.m. and last until 4 p.m. The bands
students participated in .the Freedom Litany of Commemoration, "Let My
March while others joined the event People Go," led by Lynnette Ford.
MLK continued page 5
later at the Student Center.
AIDS continued page 4

Students march for freedom in King's memory

CLASSIFIEDS page 11
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Delta Upsilon forms on campus
Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

J
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Family, friends and alumni witnesed
the colonization of the newest fraternity on campus, Delta Upsilon, Thursday night.
·
'This night has been several years in
the making," Greg Reis, a Delta Upsilon
~lumni, said.
Members of DU and the audience sat in
silence as each pledge brother took his turn
signing the scroll containing the oath. The
pledge brothers of DU then stood fil\d took
an oath that pledged a life-long loyalty to
the fraternity.
The initiation of15 men into the colony
of DU consisted of speeches from Orlando alumni, international fraternity
advisors and a newly colonized member.
The audience ofabout50people cheered
as Joel Riley, DUs expansion director, finalized the initiation.
"Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you,
Delta Upsilon's newest colony," he said.
"We can build a chapter that will be a
model for our campus, the community and
chapter headquarters," Paul Rosenthal, a
DU alumni said. "By working together we
can make this dream a reality."
Rosenthal compared the development of
DU on campus to a video tape.
He said the video tape began three years
ago when the Orlando alumni of DU sub-

mitted a formal proposal to UCF for the
colonization of a chapter on campus. In
November 1990, the alumni made the
same proposal, this time the Inter Fraternity Council approved it and the colonization process began.
'We are in place; we are up and running," Reis said. 'This is and will continue
to be the culmination of a lot ofhard work."
The newly colonized brothers are eager
to take on the responsibility.
_
'We all just jumped right in," Brian
Russell, Rush vice president, said.
"Itisalotofworktobeafoundingfather,"
Gene Dehaney, pledge educator, said.
Dehaney is a fraternity brother from
the University ofFlorida. He transferred
to UCF last fall for the Hospitality Management program. He feels the biggest
cballengeforthenewcolonywillbekeeping membership "at or above the fraternity average."
Shawn Smith, social coordinator, said
he joined DU because of its "diversified
group".
"We have a diversified group, we are
probably one of the most ~versified on
campus, other than Sig Ep," be added.
Smith, wboviewsbimselfastherebel of
the group, said that other fraternities "try
to make you whattheyare. Theydon'tallow
you to have your individuality."
Russell pledged DU because he wel-

Guy Richardson,vice president of Delta Upsilon's membership education, signs the DU pledge.
comes the challenge of helping the fraternity make a name for itself.
"We have the ability to take the fraternity where we want it," Russell said.
DU bolds its new member initiation
publicly. The fraternity is based on nonsecrecy. The 30 original members of
Williamburg College declared the "nonsecret" policy in opposition to the existing secret societies on campus. That
policy still exists as a foundation. The
policy allows friends, family and other

fraternity members to attend the DU
initiation.
As Rush vice president, Russell plans to
concentrate on recruiting new members.
He hopes to have 35newmembersinitiated
by the end of the semester.
He plans to promote membership by
"getting the DU name out."
"We are going to get involved in campus
activities," Russell added. 'We plan to be
active in intramurals and anything else we
can get involved in."

UGt-'s newest fraternity, Delta Upsilon, practices non-secrecy during an induction
c~remony Thursday night.

., Shawn Smith, Delta Upsilon's social coordinator, is
congratulated by Joe Riley after receiving his pin.
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Students PARTY to combat campus alcohol abuse
by Jennifer M. Burgess

PARTY will be hosting a
recruitment drive on the Green
Two alcohol awareness orga- , today and Wednesday. The ornizationshavemergedon UCFs ganization will host a "Rush for
campus to have a PARTY.
Life" to recruit new members.
Students Against Drunk
"Rush for Life will be simiDriving and Greeks Advocating lar to Greek Rush, but we are
not going to be
Mature Management of Alcohol
"Student mem- . selective," said
Dan Sandlin, a
joined forces last
PARTY student
semester to form a bers hope to
larger, · stronger dispel thfJ myths
coordinator.
Sandlin said the
group
called
PARTY, which about drinking ... " - organization
needs people
stands for Promot- $usan Cunh
who want to get
ing Alcohol ReHEAL TH RESOURCES
involved in camsp on s i bi lit y
pus activities.
Through You.
''We are looking for people
Accor ding t<;> Susan E.
Curth, a ssistant staff direc- who really want to get involved, ·
tor of the Health Resources make friends and make a differCenter, PARTY is an orga- ence," Sandlin said.
He feels the organiza.tion
nization formed to educate
would
benefit from members
students about the dangers
who
feel
"alcohol irresponsibilof alcohol usage.
"Student members hope to ity has gone too far."
The Rush for Life recruitment
dispel the myths about drinking that portray e~cessive use drive will include food, beverages
and drunkenness as college and live inus~c on the Green.
The band Four Play has donorms," Curth added.
SJAFF REPORTER

AIDS
FROM PAGE 1
sche~uled to play are 2 Story
People, Soular Eclipse, Jaded
Faith and Naomi's Hair.
During the course of the day,
studentswillhearspeakersrepresentingCENTAURandHope
and Health. Along with the
AIDS Institute, those groups will

man booths on the Green to answer que~tions and ·provide information. Food stands will be
erected on the Green to sell refreshments during the day.
Frederickson also noted that
Condom Man will make an appearance on Thursday.
OnFriday,beginningat8p.m.,
three area bands will present an
evening of music and awareness

Sigma Chi offers safe rides for brothers

nated their time and the event
has been sponsored by KoKo's
Pizza, Subway and Crazy Wings
Restaurant.
According to Sandlin, PARTY
in the Wild Pizza: TickTick Tock,
Swing and Alter Ego. PSE will be
awarding doorprizes during the
~t Thereisa$3donatiohatthe
doorforthe Friday evening show.
Funds-raised by PSE from the
two-day event are earmarked for
donation to both the UCF AIDS
Institute and Serenity House, a
habitat for RN-positive children,
Frederickson said.

is planning several programs to
promote the safe management
of alcohol.
Bythespringof1993,PARTY
plans to implement a campus-
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wide designated driver program.
The organization is already
planning a designated driver
program for the Greek organizations on campus.

OON'l lH fRlfNOS ORIVf DRUNK
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a Sigma Chi national workshop.
The pledges are responsible for being a desigSTAFF REPORTER
nated driver for at least one week during the
Brothers don't let brothers drink and drive. semester.
A Sigma Chi fraternity member has
There are two designated drivers per week.
implemented a method of alternative One pledge drives the fraternity brother to his
traI_J.sportation for its members who are house, while another pledge drives the fratertoo drunk to drive:
nity brother's car home.
The designated driver program is called
Cooper said this makes the program more
Sigs With Alternative Transportation.
convenient because the brothers do not have
The purpose of SWAT is to provide to get their cars the next day.
safe transportation for the fraternity's
Business cards and beepers make the syspledges, brothers, alumni and friends of tem convenient and easy to use. According to
chapter members after Sigma Chi par- Cooper, the system has been successful.
ties and social events where alcohol .has
"It is acceptable to use," he said.
been provided.
Greg Mason, Greek Affairs coordinator,
''We want to keep people off the streets said that alcohol problems exist in all areas of
driving drunk," Rob Cooper, a Sigma Chi campus, but said it is important for the
brother, said. Cooper is the Sigma Chi mem- Greeks on campus to take the lead in discussber responsible for starting the program on ing alcohol problems.
the UCF campus.
"It is important for Greeks to step forward
Cooper said he got the idea for a program at and take control," Mason said.

Jennifer M. Burgess

Buy One, Get One 51\0/.
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When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less .value, for half price.

I·

Please present coupon .w hen ordering. Not valid in combination with other
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Liffiit 1 coupon per party per visit.
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Valid only at the following Wag's:

____________________
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Expires April 30,1992

lo615 E. Colonial
Union Park

Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344
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Living at its best! Why not spoil yourself
and enjoy the life you've always
deserved ... at Sun Key Apartment_
s.

Call for our
Special Rates

677-8884
You lruly deserve the very best. Make the smart move to ~
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Santa missed a stop on Christmas Eve
by Zlnthla Gonzalez
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Benna Hoehn and her family did not see Santa Christmas
Eve; at least not the Santa
Hoehn expected to see from the
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.
- ATO has been raising money
for the Muscular Dystrophy
Association by operating aRentA-Santa program since the chapter became active at the UCF
campus 20 years ago. The ATO
brothers dress up as jolly St.
Nick and attend parties for
handicapped, abused or neglected children or even private
parties. The fraternity _has
raised as much as $2,000 per
Christmas for MDA ATO does
not receive any money.
An ATO Santa was scheduled to appear at Benna
Hoehn's Christmas party but
failed to appear. Hoehn, a freelance writer from Winter Park,
said she called UCF to find out
if any fraternities were offering a Santa service. She was
directed to Michael Rezmer,
president of ATO and a senior

)

ily on the night ofHoehn's party
majoring in finance.
Hoehn . said she spoke to and returned a few days later.
Rezmer two weeks prior to her Rezmer explained that it is the
planned family gathering on duty of the social service chairChristmas Eve. She said that man to make arrangements and
arrangements were made and appointments for the Rent-ashe was informed by Rezmer Santa program.
Chris Runnells, a senior mathat a Santa would be at her
home at the scheduled time. joring in theatrical technology,
Hoehn even wrote a check to was the social service chairman
at the time. Runnells was also
MDA for $25.
_
Hoehn said she was in- unaware ofHoehn's disappointstructed by Rezmer to ''leave ing night, since he was away
the things for the children out- ·visiting family as well. Both
side so Santa could pick them Rezmer and Runnells agree that
up and pass them out." Hoehn the Rent-A-Santa program had
said that Rezmer toid her that a its complications.
Rezmer explained, "As the
member from the fraternity
would contact her to obtain di- program was progressing, I was
rections to her home. That was becoming aware that things
the last she heard from Rezmer. were not running smoothly."
"I do realize that there was a Rezmer added that the fraterform of negligence in our part," nity had not missed any other
Rezmerexplained. 'Weare sorry commitments prior to Hoehn's.
Hoehn is waiting for a call or
ithappened."However, the story
gets somewhat complicated. a letter ofexplanation as to why
According to Rezmer, he had no Santa did not appear at her
knowledge that a Santa failed home. She says she wrote to The TRAFFIC CHANGE
to present himself at Hoehn's Central Florida Future because Due to oompletion of the Visual Arts Complex, the folloVvirtghome on Christmas Eve, for the she "wanted to follow it up to
traffic-flow guideines will go into effect Feb.1. (Brian Wente /FUTURE)
reason thathe was visitingfam- find out what happened."

FLORIDA REGION
MINORITY
INTERNSHIP'
S ,U MMER PROGRAM

INSURANCE

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

®

)

A NON-SALES POSITION

PURPOSE:
}"he State Farm Insurance Companies have a Summer Internship Program which is aimed at:

* Providing minority college students, completing their JUNIOR year, opportunity to work-and gain business exposure in the
insurance industry.
* Giving meaningful summer
to student interns plus an opportunity to save money for fall schooling.
*

J

~mployment

Allow State Farm management and the intern to examine mutual interest in future career employment with State Farm.

SELECTION OF INTERNS:

PROGRAM CONTENT:

Candidates completing their junior year will be selected for
the intern program in cooperation with various college placement directors and faculty members. Interviews will be held
on campus. Or, candidates may apply directly to State
Farm's Regional Office. Selection will be base.don credentials and interests of the applicants.

The interns will receive an orientation to State Farm and
the insurance industry. They will obtain on the job training
similar to that of an insurance claim adjuster and become
familiar with their department's role within the company.

,

COMPENSATION:
LOCATION AND

LE~GTH

OF PROGRAM:

Interns will work in State Farm's various claims offices
located in Central and South F,lorida, beginning early June
and concluding mid-August or later depending on
availability.

The interns will receive approximately $10.45 an hour.
This figure will increase with increases in the consumer
price index.

If you are interested in applying for any of the following areas, please sign up in the career
co,unseling office for an interview appointment for the appropriate date.
Cocoa, Delray, Ft. Pierce, Jupiter, Lakeland, ~elbourne,
West Palm Beach, Cape Coral, Port Charlotte, Ft. Myers
Bradenton, Naples, Tampa, Ft. Lauderdale, Sarasota, Coral Reef, Miami, or Tamarac

Fred Rhoda
February 14

St. Petersburg, Clearwater, Ocala, Gainesville, Daytona and
Orlando

Yvette Griffin
February 20

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
3425 Lake Alfred Road •Winter Haven, Florida• 33888

MLK
FROM PAGE 1
is recorded in the U.S. Congressional Record. She began by urging students to become leaders
and break barriers, racial or otherwise.
Her speech focused on students taking an active role in
the community and taking pride
in their endeavors. RussellMcCloud used the Latin phrase
carpe diem, seize the day, t.o
drive her points home. She also
spoke of the diversity in our
society, saying that "Students
need to be aware ofwho they,are
and where they come from."
"I want t.o stress the diversity," said Russell-McCloud as
she signed aut.ographs.
Following closing comments
by Dr. Robert Belle of the Office
of Minority Students Services,
presentations weremadet.ofour
fifth-graders from Orange Center Elementary who were winners of an essay contest titled
"What Dr. King Means To Me."

,OREIGN
FROM PAGE 1
Lonners said. "I think our disability to speak a foreign language is crippling our country
in foreign trade."
Robert Bryan, interim president, said reducing the foreign
language requirement will make
UCF more like the other state
universities and give new UCF
president John Hitt a chance to
set priorities. With the many
different opinions Provost Richard Astro summed up the general consent of the senate, saying the main concern at hand
was the educational welfare of
the students.
"We're t.aiking about the holiestofholies,".Astrosaid. 'The question is much more fundamental,
and we're not going to solve it
through this change nor any other
one. We'renottalkingaboutdeals.
.. We're t.a1king about education
and knowledge."

..
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Try to accept fate;

·foreign language
not to change soon

J

ust when it seems as though there is a light
in t he cave of confusion surrounding the
foreign language requirement, the light is
snuffedoutagain. Fora semester on the UCF
campus, students have been wandering around
asking each other if there is still a requirement.
Last year there appeared to be some action along
this line of reasoning, the Faculty Senate suggested lowering the requirement to two semesters.
THIS IS NOT A FACT YET. IT IS A SUGGESTION. There will be months, maybe years before
any catalog changing is made.
The Faculty Senate actually suggested two
things. The first was that those students going
through the College of Arts and Sciences be required to take two semesters. The second part was .
that all of the other colleges on cam pus decide for
themselves.
It is refreshing to know that professors communicate with administration officials about this issue. It is,saddening though to realize that the point
of the controversy has been lost on them. The point
is that the requirement does NOT serve a realistic
purpose both in the amount of time taken by the
student and in the structure of the program.
Two semesters of a language does not offer enough
exposure to the student for them to be able . to
adequately speak the language.
One ofthe implied.goals ofthe program has been that
the student be able t.o communicate. In theory most
students would like to think that ifthey are required to
take a class that they will in 8ome way be able t.o use it.
1nfactonewouldhopethatalloftherequirementswould
in some mySterious way be beneficial.
The structure of the program itself hinders students from being able to actually use the language.
When a person must learn the sentence structure
before the vocabulary, then there is a problem.
Most people will tell you that students should only
learn grammar once they have learned to speak
the language.
Students at UCF are in classes too large. And
these students are forced to focus upon the structure as opposed to communicating.
· There are several ways of solving the problem. A
more drastic approach would be to abolish the
program. This would not create a center of higher
learning, so consider an alternative: providing two
t~acts of the foreign language program.
One tract would be for the students who wish to
either major or minor in foreign language. This is·
' similar to the statistics for engineering majors or
any course that is altered according to what your
degree is. This tract of the program would begin
· the grammar and more written skills in the beginning. Here students who knew they were going to
use the skill beyond visiting the.country could take
many semesters of the language a:ri.d become complete i.n their proficiency.
The other tract would be a language for nonmajors. Here the courses would focus. on speaking
and communicating. The course would be verbally
centered. The tests would be verbal. The student
would may not be able to diagram a sentence but
would b.e able to communicate ~ith people ver. bally. This tract would also focus more on culture.
The main need for these separate tracts is to
provide those students who are not going to continue
their language studies with a skill th~t is useable.
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Letters
•GET THE FACTS
Editor:
As members of the Greek system, we find it necessary, by our
own choice, to protect the Greek
system from the myopic lies of
Liza Butler. How can we agree
with a person who claims to be
open-minded when she tells us
she was "forced". to listen to the
Orientation Team~s presentation
of the Greek system. That, to us,
sounds like a person with an unchangeable opinion of something
that she refuses to even learn about.
In our Greek life thus far, there
ha·s not been one event that we
were forced to attend. Not one
person has told us what to do; not
one person has told us who to be
friends with. We have the choice
to be friends with anyone we
choose, whether they are Greek
or Independent.
She should not use her opinions
to statefalsefactsorthe statement
of one person to slam little sisters.
Here are some real facts:
Greeks raised$132,000for charity last year.
The all-Greek GPA (2.626) was
higherthan theall-UCFGPA(2.550).
There is a higher graduation
rate among Greeks than indepen-

dents. ManyGreekshavegoneon to
accomplish great things in our society: Harry Truman, Michael Eisner,
Dr. Robert Bryan, the list could go on
forever. So the cartoon on the opposite page was ridiculoqs
Liza Butler also showed her lack
ofknowledgeinherarticle. The Greek
system is not a majority on campus.
We are 10 percent of the student
population. The only reason we seem
like a majority to blind people like
Liza Butler is because we exercise
our Constitutional right of expression.WeareinStudentGovernrrient,
we are active in campus activities, we
are constantly doing service rrojects
forthe community, butmostofall, we
are proud of what we've joined by our
own individual choice.
We <lo not claim to be perfect, but
we do not appreciate one person's
misconceptions of an entire group. It
is asinine for Liza to slam something
that she has never been a part of.
Thatislikesomebodysayingthatthe
staff of the CFF is close-minded and
never prints anything positive when that person has never been on the
staff. We do not need articl~s flooded
with fallacies.

• SINCERELY SORRY
Editor:
·Alpha Tau Omega would like to
apologize for the inconvenience or
loss of confidence our "Santa Claus"
program caused your family and
friends. It is unfortunate that on
discretion could cause such turmoil
on a program that has been a tremendous success for 21 years._
Eve-ry winter, ATO and MDA
combine efforts in order to serve
those unfortunate and fortunate.
Any money raised goes directly to
MDA. We donate all efforts and
time to MDA. We have visited the
parentless, terminally ill, burn victims,andElderlyinordertobrighten
their day which might otherwise be
just another plain Christmas. We
have dedicated ourselves to this
project at the expense of our own
families, but Alpha Tau Omega
doesn't rest their efforts just during
Christmas; we are active throughout the year. ATO spent 390 hours
serving the Orlando area. Neverthe less, we are truly sorry that your
relatives and children's vision of
Santa Claus, ATO, the Greek Systern, and UCF was tarnished.

Jason Lipton
Lambda Chi Alpha

MU:hael S. Rezmer
finance

A letter from the President: Participate in rape awareness week
Dear students, faculty and staff:
I am pleased to report that our University has
joined forces once again with Valencia Community College, Seminole Community College,
Rollins College, the Naval Training Center and
Response Sexual Assault Resource Center to
present rape awareness programs on the five
· campuses during the week of Feb. 9. These
programs are part ofan'ongoing effort to increase
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Now is the time for Congress to be nu11ified and dissolved
Ed.Bowes ·
I

EXTRAPOLATE HO

0

It seems as though the greatest rage Republicans can suffer comes when one in their
rank and file pulls a fast one, like conceding to
raising taxes.
A year ago when Bush conceded to raising
taxes for capping the '92 budget deficit and
covering for -expected recession tax-revenue
shortfalls, Republican leadership contracted,
squelched and blew through the roof. However,
in the wake of a war, criticism had to be (and
was) muffied.
So we got new taxes (luxury, gasoline, etc.).
We have to live with the hard decisions our
leaders make. Yet th1s decision on the part of
Bush to concede to raising taxes proves we have
to live with a little more thanjust hard decisions.
We have to live with hard truths, one being the
fact that our budget deficit will never be cured by
our current Congress.
Even though our Republican president believes that taxes aren't the answer to our budget
crisis, he believes in getting something done
about the problem. He's not a pied-piper or
cheerleader like Reagan, but a statesman and a

bureaucrat who, what ever the case, just wants
action.
In the late '80s and here in the '90s, the major
financial markets (bond, mortgage, interest, etc.)
have been topsy-turvey because they are never
exactly sure what the annual deficit will top out
at.
If they knew they could plan and then adjust
to the expected overspending. That was the
whole idea behind the raise in taxes - not to get
rid of deficit spending, but to simply put a cap
(limit) on it.
Well, here it is more than a year later, and
guess what? The annual budget deficit is ex{>ected to go higher then ever before (more than
$400,000,000,000). The real nasty here is that
WEAREPAYINGMORETAXESTHANEVER
BEFORE! ,
We'll never come out of this recession if the
financial markets cannot plan and adjust.The
economy will not be able to climb out of the hole
it has dug, unless some drastic steps are taken.
The Democratic Congress has gotten what it
wanted: cuts in military spending coupled with
higher taxes in order to solve the deficit problem.
And guess what? This year is going to have THE
HIGHEST ANNUAL DEFICIT IN HISTORY!
The more they tax, the more they spend.Does
America have anything to show for ~his in-

creased revenue?Are our streets any safer from
the decline of society?
If we are going to improve this declining
situation we must begin to question what our
elected officials do. They continue to tax, but
don't show any improvement.
As long as Congress continues its spending
spree, we will never be free of the national
deficit, no matter how much taxes are raised (on
the-rich or middle class).
And remember, by the supreme law of the
Constitution, our president cannot spend or cut
(line-item-veto) a dime. Only Congress has that
supreme power. The only thing we and our
president can do is bend over, grab our ankles
and take it.
Or is it?
As we have our· pocketbooks continuously
jingled by Congress and the strains of the national deficit come to finally haunt us, it won't
take·long before America wakes up and identifies Congress as the economic culprit.
Perhaps then we can nullify and dissolve that
culprit; or perhaps we can figure out where the
spending has gone wrong. Electing your officials
is an important task and you should keep the
state-of the nation in mind when you re-elect
your Congressman.

)

Being a Nice Guy landlord proves to be an.impossibility·
DaveBany
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
If you were to make a list of the most unpopular
professions, you'd have to include landlord, which
generally ranks, in public opinion polls, down with
attorney, journalist and salmonella.
I myselfhave had some unpleasant experiences with
landlords, most notably.back in the early 1970s when
I shared an apartment with Randall Shantz. One
Saturday night we hosted a party (theme: "Many
People In A Small Loud Room") that was a major social
success as measured by the number ofNational Guard
units ultimately involved. Mankind can be certain that
there are no other advanced life forms ip the universe,
because if there were, they would have complained
about this party. Everybody else did.
'The next day, Randall and I received a snippy note
from our landlord suggesting that we would probably
be happier renting a more appropriate habitat, such as
the Gobi Qesert. This was typical of my youthful
experiences as a tenant, the result being that, like
many people, I had a negative opinion oflandlords.
Until I became one. This happened about 15 years
ago, when some friends and I, in an effort to become
wealthy real-estate investors - similar to Donald
Trump, but w~rm-blooded - obtained a loan and
purchased two small apartment buildings -in West
Chester, Pa.
We set out to be Nice Guy landlords. We listened
to the tenants' complaints and fixed up their apartments· and went over immediately whenever they
called with problems. I was the Plumbing Specialist,
which was unfortunate because our apartments were
equipped with highly complex toilets containing
millions of parts that were constantly decaying due
to some kind of deadly toilet leprosy. Also, inappropriate items kept getting mysteriously lodged in

them. I'd respond to a toilet alarm in the middle of
the night, and, using techniques too disgusting to
reveal here, I'd determine that the toilet had been
clogged by, say, a frozen chicken, or a bowling shoe.
I'd show the item to the tenants, who always appeared to be amazed.
"How did THAT get in there?" they'd say. It was as
though that jolly old elf, Toilet Claus, had been going
around leaving little surprises.
So we found that it wasn't easy being Nice Guys, and
it didn't help that hall' ofour tenants viewed paying the
rent as an optional part of the deal, like leaving a tip.
The rent would be overdue, and we'd come around to
collect it, and our tenants, who operated on a s~rickly
cash basis, would say things like, "I had it Tuesday
night, but you weren't here," in an accusing tone of
voice strongly suggesting that it was our fault for not
showingup when they had.the money, thereby leaving
them no viable option but to buy 17 cases of beer.

At one point I took one our tenants, Julius, to the
bank and helped him to open a checking account.
Unfortunately, he didn't grasp the the concept: He
thought that all he had to do was correctly fill out the
blank spaces on the checks, and the barik would provide
money in infinite quantities. Juliuis thought this was
a swell system. He couldn't believe it took him so long
to find out about it. He's probably in Congress today.
Our tenants were full ofsurprises. Onetime a tenant
who went by the name of "Fud" called to complain that
there were holes in his ceiling. So my partner Buzz and
I went over, and sure enough, there were holes in his
ceiling. Bullet holes. They were put there when Fud,
after a few beers purchased with rent money, decided
that the apartment was as good a place as any to shoot
his gun. So Buzz and I, hearts pounding, rushed up to
the apartment above, which was occupied by Julius.
Julius was very comfortable with the fact that he had
bullet holes in his floor.
"Ohyes,"he said, cheerfully. ''Fud was shootinghis glin."
Another time Fud's wife called Buzz at 2 a.m. and
mumbled something.
''What?" said Buzz, trying to wake up. ''What?"
Finally he figured out that she was saying: ''The fireman wants to know the name of the landlord."
Fortunately it was a smallish fire. It wasn't nearly as
bad as the bats. We found out about the bats one night
while watching the local TV news out of Philadelphia.
"Coming up next," anchor person said, ''bats in
West Chester."
This was followed by a story about how tenants in a
West Chester apartment bwlding had been terrified
when, suddenly and mysteriously, a huge colony ofbats
- literally thousands of them - had come swarming
out of the attic and dropped to the ground, dead. Of
course we recognized the tenants and the building. If
mystery suicide bats were going to live in an apartment
building, it naturally had to be ours. We never did find
out what caused them ro die.
But rm glad they're gone. They never paid their rent
'·

·'
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Attention Psychology Majors
PSI CHI Psychology Honor Society

Fem Needed to share 2Br/2Bath Dupl
$230+ 1/2 util. No pets/smoke 5 min to

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.

LOWCOSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:

General Meeting Tomorrow, Jan. 28, 3-

UCF Call 381-2713 anytime.

Earn up to $1000 in 9ne week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a

no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,

M/F Roommate needed Mstr Bdrm Own
Bath Walkin Cl $225+ 1/3 util 282-9087

FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65_

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

4pm PH 104 Bring your questions!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Thanks DC for a great party. As usual the

!BIENVENIDO LATINO!
HASA has its meeting today and all

blue & golds show the true meaning of

Tuesdays . Student Center #211 at

brotherhood and how to have a good
time. Only 53 more days till Island Party

4:00pm !Te Esperam~s!

new M' Sisters. It's going to be an awesome semester!
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Delta Sigma Pi would like to welcome
the Beta Omicron Pledge Class-for Spring
19921 A special thanks to Monique, Cari,
and Lisa for a great job of recruiting.
Congratulations to Ben Lee, Brother of
the Week and new Chancellor. Basketball tonight at 6:30. Resume Workshop
Wednesday at 7:00. Let's make this a

Employers want communication skills
from college grads. Gain these and earn

FOR RENT

TBMT
DELTAGAMMA
Delta Gamma has the Golden Derby!!
Great Derby Week, DC. M', get ready for
Sig Ep Queen of Hearts. Congrats to all

Non-smoker honest responsible only

Boost your Fundraising ... ifyourgroup,
organ., frat., or sorority desires to raise
no less than SK-We will we will assist you
in reaching your goal in .5 days cir less.
Please only serious, committed clubs,
groups 880-8349

ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
ANY advertisements or flyers on THE
CENTRAL FLOR,DA FUTURE NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's ad or
flyer is found "anywhere on the stands,
you will be notified only ONCE and then
charged and billed for the full page ad
rate - $420!!!

great money as an OPC. For more information, call Dave 239-8891 .
Get paid everyday and choose your
hours! Earn great money asanOPC. For
info, call David at 239-8891 .

CONWAY AREA, 2 CONDOS FOR
RENT. 1 upstairs with washer/ dryer:
$495.mo. 2ndunitdownstairs:$475.mo.
plus security deposit. VILLAS OF ORLANDO. Call 273-6646.

SALES who do you know that is organized, money motivated, and can use an

Fox Hunt 2 Bdrm 2Bath All Appliances
provided Call 657-7598 Avail 1FEB

extra$500 per month plus cash bonuses
for part time hours? Call 886-4536. Calls
taken 8:00am to 4:0.0pm

Lake View 2 Bedroom/Each .Bath. Spacious Close to UCF. Clean Modern

Boost your Fundraising ... if yourgroup,
organ., frat., or sorority desires to ·raise

Appliances $425 Call 679-6124

no less than5K-Wewillwewill assistyou
in reaching your goal in 5 days or less.
Please only serious, committed clubs,
groups 880-8349

2 B~droom 2 112 Bath, Garage, W/D.
Across form l,ICF. $525. 647-4949

great semest~rl!!
DELTA TAU DELTA
Ninja Training Class, Tuesdays
at 8pm . Free to all Brothers and
Pledges
ATAS out of 5
TKE little sisters were over!

ATTENTION
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS!
The Central Florida Future is now
taking Campus Organization
Classified Orders for the 1992
Spring Semester.

Socrates Drive. Walk to cla~s. ·2 Bedroom, 2Ba Townhouse. $460. Rick 249-286~

Duplex for Rent $500/month 2/2 w/
washer & dryer Sherwood For~st Area
Contact 321-1163 or 331-9334

Your organization can run a five line
DELTA UPSILON
Congratulations DEL TA UPSILON
UCF's newest Fraternity on its colony
installation. We .wish you good luck,
we're behind you 100% The Orlando _
Area Alumni.
KAPPA DELTA
IQ Ladies are ready for Derby w SC!!
Good luck Jenny T. You can do it for
Kappa Delta again!! Go 4 it! Hey Chris R.
nice classics!! But we thought you were
a BVD kind of guy!! -

classified ad with an additional line on
top having your club name in bold in
all thirty issues of the spring semester
(saving 40%) or in fifteen issues

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

(saving 25%)!
Please stop by The Central Florida
Future Business Office during 9am-

2 Bd/2Ba Condo 1st Floor Appliances
Included; Close to UCF; Screened in

-4pm for more information and pick up
your campus organizatio_n classified

Porch on Greenbelt Will Sell Call 2772473 851-0679

contract or call 823-2601 /823-3942.
Socrates Drive 2Br, 2Ba Townhouse
Walk to school $460 Rick 249-2865
Sussex Place 3Bdrms 2 Baths $600/

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Great job fellas! Over all Sports Champs

ROOMMATES

month + $250 Deposit. $100 off FEB
Rent Call 381-9228 . ·

again (3 of last 4 yrs.), 1st place in
Scholarship, 2nd place Leadership, and
Tuscawilla!Winter Spgs 9 miles from
3rd in Service_ Not a bad year. Congrats
UCF-Male 31 will share 2Bdrm Twnhome
D.A. -Greek Athlete of the Year! AXA,
w/same-Pool,
jucuzzi, sauna, screened
LAE, ATQ probation party soon. Hey patio, washer/dryer, nice area-across
ZI'A, it's almost teeter totter time. We
from park with many amenities, must be ' King size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
can't wait! Jammy Jan Fri at 9. AXA
responsible, neat ·only $295 per mo , / & Heater. (8) Drawer _Pedastal & Mirwelcomes AY to UCF. Good luck. _
plus 1/2 utilities - Call Tom 365-5623
rored Headboard. Asking $500 OBO
AXA-1
Ph#275-9721
Roommate 3b/2b home, large kitchen,
PHI DELTA THETA _

STRAIGHT "A" NOTES & STUDY
GUIDES
If you are a top student & take excellent
notes & some extra money then call 77 4·
6768. We need students in the following
classes:
ADV4000,

ANT2003,

BUL3111,
CGS3000,

CCJ3010 , CGS1060,
CHM2046, CHM2205,

CHM3210,
COM3311,

CHS1440,
EC02013,

CLP3143,
EC03411,

EGN3365,
EGN3613,
EXP3304, GE01200,
IDH1932,
MAN3025,
MAR3023, PCB3023,
PHl2010,
PHY3048,
POS2041,
PSB3002,
PSY2013, PSY2023,
RTV3000,
SOP3772,
SPN1121 ,
STA2014,

EGS1111,
HSC3593 ,
MAN3504,
PCB3063,
PHY3053,
PSC1512,
REL2300,
SPN1120,
STA3023 ,

. SYG2000,

fireplace, and computer. 20 minutes form

Bed Twin Size. Includes Box Spring,

another colony at UCF ... Phi Dela Thet4,
thanks to the jokers who stole our letters.
Great retreat, guys. WVOZ is on the air!

UCF. $200 +share utilities. Jamie 3214607.

Mattress, Frame $50 671-9733

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
- Thanks to all of the Mil's who graced us
with their presence Friday r1ight. Congratulations to all of the new and lovely
and beautiful Zeta Sisters. Brothers, get
ready for CAVEMAN COMETH, Sat.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Welcome to our prosi>ective members!
Hope to see you all at the picnic Saturday. AIDS AWARENESS this week-activities on the green Thurs. and benefit

Winter Park/Windward Square- 2BR/2
Own bedroom & bath for only,$217/mo.
and half utilities M/F roommate needed

Bath, enclosed Porch, 1020 sq. ft, $49,
500-$5000 below appraisal, MANY EX-

to share 2Br & 28th Townhouse ASAP
Great Location. Call658-1881. Evenings

TRAS Ellen X2870 or67~ -5123

M/F to share 3/2 Home. Very neat. $300/
mo. Includes all but UD Phone. W/D,
micro, etc. 695-0241 evenings.
Room avail. in 2BD/2BATH Townhouse,
For couple . Very nice. Walk to UCF or
take the LASER. $235 + share utl. No
deposit. Ml today. 282-1554.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey Greek Row, You better Bolt Down
your windows because the LAE's are
gonna be throwin' out some severe decibels this Friday at the Blowout Party at
the House. All sororities and --other female guests are invited to consume and
dance it up cI>A to Brooksie and 8-Ball for
a cool p.ledge retreat cI>A. Baby!

CLUB INFO
A.A. MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1 PM STUDENT CENTER RM 211

..

Liberal Non-smoker share 2/2 house in
Deer Run. Nicely furnished, W/D, Dish,
etc. $290+ 1/2 util 365-9604 .Mark
Fem NS Roommate needed ASAP. 2
bed/bath Arbour Village. $225 rent. No
dep. Call Ellen 249-0668
M/F Roommate. 10 min. frbm UCF,
Howell Br.-Aloma Area. Private Room/
Bath, Walk-in Closet. Wash/Dryer, Mi-.
crowave. Fenced. Backyard, Lake
Nearby, Tennis Courts, QuieWery Comfortable $275mo 678-5719

TUTORS
LSA T GRE GMAT Prep Course
· open Enrollment High Scores Taught

•

by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300

OTHER
You've only got one week to live! Do it
right! Spring Break in Jamaica from $339!
Organize Group Travel Free! Sun Splash
Tours 1-800-426-7710.

'

Interested in extra income? Earn while
you learn. Call 831-7889 or 365-1703 for
. appt.

PERSONALS

•
BARBIE, Work your magic on m·e tonight! It's been so long ... since you've
written. Illusionist Craig Karges tonight
9pm SCA I • U Barb That's no illusion_.
Always, BRETI XOXO

•

THE1020,
2003733
NEEDED NOW!

SERVICES

..
RESUME HOUSE-professional resume
development services by mail. Call 1800-637-9675 (extension 823):
Flying-Novice to Private Pilot License,
Complete course $1750 Intro Flight $29
Russ or Roger 407 330-0546 9am-5pm
CFI, CFll

1111111111!1

f

.

Tommy Hilfiger polo Shirts Style. Assorted Colors, Sizes. M&L.$35.00 Call

•

365-0598. Juan Jr.

TYPISTS
Crib with new mattress and playpenb<:>th $35.00. Peggy, X2661 or evenings
277-2724
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, et~. 366-0538

concert Fri.-at Wild Pizza
M/F Nonsmoker wanted to share 212
condo 1 f!li. from UCF $250 mo. 3663704

BOT2010,

•

LAKE COUNTY RESIDENTS! Earn $
while you drive to school. If you have any
8 :OOam classes, please call 904 7874464

ATTENTION: Excellent income for
home assembly work. INFO. 504-6461700. Dept. P307

FOR SALE

Congrats to Delta Upsilon, but there is

CARPOOL

AUTOS

*

*

THORNTON DESIGN GROUP
. WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/page &

1986 Toyota Camry one owner Cruise,
Air, 4 doors El'.{cellent Condition Book
$3000 904 787-4464 or 407.657-8687

up
Spellcheck ~ Proof Session
31/2 Diskette~ Grammarcheck
Mastercard, Visa, or Check: 382-0190

1986 Dodge Colt AC/AT Exe Cond $1650
679-4689

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

HELP WANTED
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service avail<!.ble_ IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

•
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the local scene

COOL encourages participation in community
investigate the possibility of President George Bush
coming to speak here at UCF.
This
would
be
about
a
week
before
Super
Tuesday,
so
,"I like the dreams of the future better than the history of the past."
international media coverage would .be given to COOL.
John Sarvey handed me that quotation of Thomas Jefferson on an
'Incidentally, Gov. Lawton Chiles will be speaking
index card once. I still have it.
at the conference and Bush is supposed to be here
later in March to officially honor Orlando as the fi.rst
What you are about to read is not about an individual, despite
of Light."
"City
what it may seem. It is about a movement, a struggle, a victory of
John, the National Meetings Director of Campus
community in the .making.
- Outreach Opportunity League, said the commitment of COOL is "to support and enhance college
John had been studying biology on a pre-med route, ~t student involvement in community service."
.. . !/~/ij'_i·!I ohn Hoang Sarvey was born from the union ofan
How? 'Through training and consulting campus
he changed majors aft.er he discovered that there were
many ways to help people other than being a doctor. After volunteer organizations. At the ·National ConferUnited States, in Texas, Maryland, Florida and Cali- graduating with a self-designed major in Organizational ence we will have workshops and site visits. Some
fornia, usually living in what he calls ''bland suburban Studies, John wrote a book: He authored "Opportuajty to will relat~ to a special program we have called Into
lmpaCt," which expands existing notions of how students the Streets."
neighborhoods.
A brochure explains the program, "Into the Streets
John entered the UniversityofCalifomiaatLosAngeles can impact the operation and life of a campus.
Finally, John was granted a CORO Fellowship, a nine- _is a national outreach, recruitment and education
as a biology major. At UCLA, John became the president of
the university's Circle K service organization. John also month graduate level leadership training program in program created to increase the quality and quantity
,
of college students
tutored in college physics and became a member of the public affairs. The proinvolved in commuAsian Pacific Coalition, Future Educators ofAmerica, Phi graminvolvedJohn in a ·
nity service and
Delta Theta, Phi Eta Sigma Freshman Honor Society, series of four-week incommunity probGolden Key National Honor Society and Mortarboard. ternships in governlem-solving."
John also served as the.elected community service commis- ment, politics, labor,
On Feb. 28 about
sioner on the student council, heading a commission with media, business and
1,200 students from
a staff of 70 student project directors and more than 1,800 community agencies, in
across the country
addition to a group
student volnnteers.
will work directly
In 1989, John became the student body president of project and an individuwith some 70 local
ally designed project.
community service
John is not one to
agencies. At the end
dwell on the past. Let
us move on.
of the day, students
"... to support and enhance college
John Hoang Sarvey
will meet to reflect
student involvement in community
is now here Orlando,
on their experienc~
service."
helping to organize the
. in thei,r community.
1992
National
ConferAnother program .
·John Hoang Sarvey
COOL sponsors is·
enceoftheCampusOutDIRECTOR, COOL
reach Opportunity
dubbed Mixing It Up.
League, which will be
"COOL brings together students of diUCLA, representing, bringing together and leading hostedbyUCF,Valencia
verse racial, cultural,
23,000 diverse students. As a result, traditionally CommunityCollegeand
ItWilltakeplace
'-----------------------~
socio-economic backRollins.
underrepresented students, organizations and com-

Jeffrey Hunn

)

t:. ~::a:ss:l:::~n~~:~:;:~:~~~e~!:

m

munities were able tO gain access to resources and
opportunities within student government.
However, John's most outstanding accomplishment
at UCLA relates back to his most integral inspiration,
community service. He created a referendum, which
the student body approved, generating $200,000 in
extra funds for community service annually.

from Feb. 27 through March 1. Ofparticular interest is the
concert to be held at UCF on the Feb. 29. In the past, 10,000
Maniacs, Tracy Chapman and Living Colour have performed at COOL National Conferences.
Unfortunately, a band of this magnitude will prob- ably not be performing this year. Instead, John is in
Washington at the invitation of the White House to

grounds, se~ orientation and different degrees ofphysical ability to strengthen community service," John said. By
sharing"their different perspectives on societal issues and
community service," the resources of the community can
better meet its needs. Finally, Teaming Up is a program
INTERVIEW continued page 11

Local bands drive stake in old theoiy's heart
laughed in your face. Sound like fun? It
was.
Drainpipe was the first td take the
You like local bands. You support your scene. Admit it though, small corner of Be low Zero generally
deep in a hidden comer of your assumed to be the stage. Their set was
mind lies the unspoken, unthink- slow, heavy, occasionally grinding and
able belief that a certain portion of incredibly wonderful. Happy, happy, joy,
Or·lando's homegrown musical tal- joy.
After an eternity of an intermission,
ent sounds a little ... similar. While
Genitorturers
came out and played,
any band that gets out there to be a
pierced,
shouted,
bled, spanked,
part of Orlando's scene deserves
accolades, sometimes, alcohol con- sweated, bound, dominated, screamed,
sumption aside, it can be easy to tied and genitally mutilated (but never
forget which band is on the stage. fear, they were only stunt genitals). This
The recent Genitorturers/Drain- "Bondage and Release" party for their
pipe show at Below Zero in down- new 7-inch record on Figurehead
town Orlando drove a big stake Records, House of Shame, found a cathrough the heart of that theory. pacity crowd at Below Zero only too
Loud, mean, ugly - both bands ready to help Genitorturers, well, celchewed you up, spit you out and ebrate. Ever present technical problems,

Alissa Barber

and the fact that their immense stage
set (a big, friendly looking torture
rack thing and lots of Executioners to
keep things moving right along) was
squeezed onto a stage space the size
of a postage stamp didn't keep
Genitorturers from putting on a show
that had their legions of followers in
a frenzy.
So that was it and you should have
been there (to dust off a fav.orite cliche). Genitorturers shows in Orlando
seem to happen about once a decade,
so console yourself by buying House
of Shame (and it's on purple vinyl satisfying one of my own personal
fetishes, colored vinyl). Let the record
ease the pain, but if you weren't at
Below Zero that night, you missed a
great.show. Don't do it again.

The Genitorturers perform at Below
Zero. (John Rivera/FUTURE)
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for the PerformingArts. $15.50and$18.50.

Tuesday, Jan. 28

•••••••••••••••••

1992 National Championship Finals
Rodeo-8 p.m. Orlando Arena. $12-$25.

Craig Karges - 9 p.m. SCA

Kenny Neal - 9 p.m. Junk Yard. $5 at
the door .

Wednesday, Jan. 29

• • •• •• ••• •••••• • •

Potential Frenzy- 9 p.m. Magic Wok.

Clay Carson - 8 p.m. SCA
JohnHammond-8:30p.m.Beacham's
Jazz & Blues Club. $8 advance, $10 at
the door.
·

Nat Adderley - 9:30 p.m. Beacham's
Jazz & Blues Club. $7 at the door.

................ '
Saturday, Feb. 1

Die Kreuzen with Daisy and Slow-9 p.m.
Beach Club. $5 advance, $7 day of show.

Mount Dora Art Festival-10 a.m.-5:30
p.m. Downtown Mount Dora. Free admission .

Thursday,Jari. 30

•• • • • • • •• •••••• ••

Queen Vjctoria's Elegant Tea Party AIDS awareness concert with Two-Story
10 a.m.-2 p.m.Winter Park Woman'.s
People, Souler Eclipse,N aimo's Hairand
Club. $5. Details 679-0440.
Jaded Faith - 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. UCF
Commons.Free, butdonationsaccepted. · Bill Cosby-3 and 8 p.m. Ruth Eckerd
Pa ul Overst reet _ 6..30 and 8..30 p.m. Hall, Clearwater. $25, $35 and $45.
Benefit for Resource Center for Women. Guitar Jam with Cliff Williamsm, Ray
Entertainment Tent at festival, Winter Flacke and Alan Rogan - 8 p.m.
Haven. $15. Details (813) 293-3175.
Beacham Theatre. $5 at the door.

(

MidnightCreepers-9p.m.JunkYard.
First anniversary show. Free.

Taj Mahal with Kenny Neal - 8 p.m.
Theatre Center, Daytona Beach Com,rnunity College. $15 adults, $7.50 chilFlorida Symphony Orchestra - 8 p.m. dren. Details (904) 254-3042.
Kenneth Jean conducting with violin
soloist Joseph Scheer. Carr Performing Drivin' 'n' Cryin' - 8 p.m. Beacham
Arts Centre. $18-$34.
Theatre. $10, advance, $12 day of show.

Friday, Jan. 31

Sunday, Feb. 2

•• • • ••• •••••• • •• •

• •• •• •• • • ••• •••••

Benny Goodman Alumni Orchestra 7:30p.m. Peabody Auditorium, Daytona
Beach. $13.50 -$17.50. .

Jammy Awards-7:30p.rn. Tupperware
Convention Center Auditorium. $i'5.
c

"Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves" - 6:30
RickyVanShelton-8p.m. Tupperware and 9 p.m. SAC.
Convention Center Auditorium. $19.75. The Shamen with D.J. Moby _ 9 p.m.
Vienna Choir Boys -8 p.m. King Center . Visage. $12 advance, $14 day of show.

"IMIM·!9
'Design <;;roup

(

WORD PROCESSING, RESUME, &
DESKTOP PUBUSHIJYG SPECIALISTS

WORD PROCESSING
* $.'UJO per page double-spaced (no hidden costs)
* $5.00 per page single-spaced (no hidden costs)
*Project stored on a free 3 112 inch diskette
*Spellcheck .
Word.Perfect 5 l
* Gramm~heck PageMaker 4:0
1

I

Hroofse~ion

DESKTOP PUBLISIIlNG
* $10 - $25 per hour depending on level of

(

difficulty
*Excellent for presentation of graphs and
images (photos)
*Project on 3 112 diskette for free

Call 382-0190

3452 Lci<e Lynda Dr.• Qlmdo, A• 32817 • Ste.100
*One page resume $15.00 (no hidden costs)
Comer of Uriversify Bvd. & Rol.l.)e Rd.
*Includes 3112 diskette with resume
Ollef Executive Offices at1he Koger Center
*Includes 10 copies on choice of stock Open 9a.m. -Ep.m. After hous by qJpeinfment.

RESUMES

WARN ING!! Powers contained in this man s brain known to
1

MoVltere~ Ap~~ts

release psychic phenomena on unsuspecting audience members!!

BE AMEMBER OF THAT AUDIENCE!!

(

(

( ·

r--------------------,
Free

(

Bagel Sandwich
. (with purchase of a Bagel sandwich of equal or lesser value)

<

Not good with any other discounts or specials .
expires 1/31/92

249-4003

Hours
8-5 Mon-Fri

Across from UCF

9-2 Sat- Sun

.N. Y Style Fresh Bagels

L-~------~-----------~

'~

·.-..•.l.JA.hl.•.t-.•.•.•,,,..-.·.·.-.·.············ CAB •.•.
•••• 1

~ ...."VN.............................•.•.•.•.

I S-· Lh:1vus1rroFCFXTllAI. FLO~IDA

C.W"' Acn11n11 Swa •

}
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TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE WITH THE SPIN MEN AND FAITH NATION
The Orlando-based Spin Men played in The Wild Pizza with Faith Nation last Tuesday night. Top
(guitar), Eric ~orr (vocals, acousitc g~itar) and James Johnson (bass gL:Jitar). (John ~ivera1FurnREJ

tude is apparently shared by appearance. COOL produces
Student Government and ser- technical assistance publica~ tions, and most imporvice fraternity Alpha
Phi Omega, who reI<~ tantly, provides a naI 0 '
tional petwork for stucently formed the UCF
~
dents and community
Campus Beautification
....! ~ leaders by organizing
Project, which focuses ~
on keeping the UCF
~,,,,l,,,J meetings and confercampus looking attractive.
ences, such as this upcoming
Of course, COOL -also fo- UCFNalencia/Rollins hosted
cuses on other factors besides National Conference.

INTERVIEW

I

FROM PAGE 9

•

Up is a program "that provides
assistance to faculty/student
teams who are working to implement service components into the
curriculum on their campus," in
the belief that "service is a powerful learning tool.
Here at UCF, a similar atti-

1

~~

~·

PIZZA & SUBS

L!

2 Large
2 Small
9. 95
$ 5 .49
2 Medium
$6. 95
Coupon Necessary

s

_

the National Conference in Orlando, John invites you to call
646-1546 (their office at
Rollins).
Additionally, in the Clubs
and 1Organization Workroom
in the Student Center, COOL
has a cubicle and an associate
on staff to assist you in your
pursuitofautonomy,powerover
yourself.
.•'

11794 East Colonial Dr.

273-9676

I
.
· one large Pizza
1 two toppings
I
$ 4 •95
I

I
1
I
I

m

I
1
I
I

tern

$ .

6 49

Coupon Necessary
Original Round Pizza Only

--------- ---------- ---------

lluery $1 50 Extra. Not ua/ld ui/other couponl& De/Ivery $1 50 Extra. Not ualld ui/other coupons l:;De/tuery $1 .50 Extra. No t valid ui/other coupo~s
cf3

"Students have plenty ofidealism today; what they lack are the
resources to tap and channel theit
creativity," John said. With this
attitude, COOL has expanded
from about 15 involved campuses
in 1984toabout650involvedcampuses last year.
Ifyou would like more information about Campus Outreach Opportunity League or

(comer of Alafaya & E Colonial - behind Wendy's)

Coupon Necessary

Original Round Pizza Only

members shown are Scottie D. Prinqe

"We Deliver"

2 Pi~~~bi~;.;;i.~~-ihl;w~~~~Iy-r-2-s--a11-2_1__ _

I
1
I
I

l~ft,

cl3

•

,.r.J

Largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft.
for only $490 per month!
- 3 bedroom/2 bath at $630!

Alafaya Woods Apts.
3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

365-8388
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Record club advertisements have misleading tactics

FREE CD
f

More Almost Free CQs..~~--~
. - ,_:_ f1icl'

TAKE ANY 8 CDs FOR

le

~

l''lr>

\/()11

r-

Pl.US A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD-FREEi
SPP. detatls below.

S•NOM• FH•S•

· eco.,,,,. H

DAVIDJ.

it was my Fredricks .of Hollywood
deliveiy (I will explain this in a
later column). It fumed out to be
my introductoiy shipment from
ABC Record Club. Thumbing
was slumming through the Sun- through my CDs I was content
daypaper lookingforanyinterest- until I crone across The '70s and
ingareounts ofcarareidents, I was Disco and The Best of Ethel
overwhelmed. No, make that at- Merman. I knew that I didn't ortacked.Attacked bythehugenum- der these albums, so I opened the
bersofreoordclubadvertisements. bill, and sure enough the club had
You know, the bright, colorful ad- made a mistake. Theinvoicelisted.
vertisementspromisingeightfree the correct selections that I orcompact discs (or cassettes) in ex- dered in my free selection.
Whoops, did I say free? The
change for your first born child.
The deals seem too good, and as small shipping and handling fee,
some of my field research found plus sales tax (where applicable)
amounted to $22.37. Hell, I could
out, they are.
I responded to an offer in Roll- Federal Express a sink to Guam
ing Stone Magazine from ABC for less than that. Taking the adRecord Club(thenameshavebeen vice of my therapist, I decided to
changed to protect the guilty). The rationalize out the sitUation. Six
ad said that I could pick six free compact discs, so divide $22.37 by
CDs of my choice, so I hunted and six, which equals roughly $3. 72
pecked through The Best of KC. each. Why was I getting so upand the SunsQine Band and other set? I only paid $3. 72 for each
such relics to find six albums that free CD. If yo~ ask me, that's a
I wouldn't be embarrassed to own. pretty damn good bargain!
I dropped the postage paid post- Where else can you get a free
CD for only $3. 72?
card off in the mail.
As the months went on, and·as
About two weeks later, a packI
paid
in installments for my free
age arrived in a plain brown wrapCD_
s
,
the
catalogs and special ofper. lopened it excitedly, thinking
SHOULBERG

fers crone... Through my record
club, I could have film developed,
buy encyclopedias, adopt a starving child in Africa and even meet
an attractive Oriental mail-order
bride! This club was better than
The Home Shopping Network. To
top it all off, everything I ordered
wasoonvenientlyadded tomynoninterest bearing bill!
By month three of this experiment, I had an awesome balance
of$2,100.71!! Sure it was alot of
money, but how else could I have
Beverly Hills 90210 pillow cases
delivered to my door? Where else
could I buy two CDs in a given
month and get three more for free
(plus shipping and handling and
sales tax where applicable)?
Ifyou ask me, record clops are
the wave of the future. There are
no dues, they allow minorities to
join, and there are no drug or lie
detector tests to getin!You can sit
in your underwear all day listening to the new music you
have, reading the encyclopedias
you ordered, eating your cheese
of the month club main selection, and just think of all the gas
money you save by never having to leave home!

r-------~-------------,

I '
I 6!J

.

FREE CD OFFER

.

Send me the Steal This Disc 3 CD. (Enclosed is $3.99 S&H)
.... ~end me the CDs checked on.this ad. (Enclosed is an additional $3.99 S&H w ~- ·.
·· - ,+forh"d list of recordings reviewed or advP.rt:,."<1 :o;-_" ·

I
I

Catcli 'Ifie ftlction 'With Our
Student Special
Efficiencies, 1,2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance• Patio/Porches• Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool! ·

3650-Summer Wind Drive
Between Colonial & University off of SR436

671-2400

&mmer·.
f'JIOind

.

M-T 9 to 5, Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

J'

~

It .

..

!'
. /11

'-~V,

~1.-1:,\
.
lW:1.~ ......

We'll Make Sure You Make It.
•
•
.•
•

LSAT, GMAT, GRE &: MCAT Prep
Grad School Select'ion &: Counseling
Pree Diagnostic Testing
Enrichment Courses
.·

Columbus Center
1880 N. High St
299·8666

NT"KIN

1
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WO:MEN'S B-BALL
FROM PAGE 16

v

game," she said.
KNIGHTS NOTES:
The Lady Knights are currently last in the Sun Belt conference in average home attendance with an average of 197
fans attending their games in
the UCF Arena.
Tamika Coley is currently
second in the conference in scoring and second in rebounding
with 19 points and 10.6 rebounds
per game.
Coley is third in the Sun Belt
in field goal percentage.
Nicole Wilkett of Arkansas
State University leads the conference in scoring with 21.8 ppg
and Chanta Powell of the University of South Alabama leads
the Sun Belt in rebounding with
12.7 rpg.
Brinda Green is now third in
assists and second in steals but she
is also averaging 5.4 turnovers per
game.
TheLadyKnight.shavethepoorest turnover margin in the conference with a margin of-5.1 and they
trail the Sun Belt in blocks, averaging only 1.4 blocks per game.
Considering the Lady
Knights have a 5-7 record, these
.
.
.
.
indicators reflect the rigors of The Running Knights 1n action. Look tor coverage of the
life in the Sun Belt.
"men's team in Thursday's Future. (Michael DeHoogFUTUREJ

13

Sports Quiz Answers

Answers in Thursday's Section
MOTTOLA
FROM PAGE 16
power production lost to graduation, Mottola will be counted
upon to carry a major load in the
offense this season.
"Chad will not get good
strikes to hit this year because
he doesn't have the hitters
around him like he once had.
He will have to develop patience at the plate because the
pitchers are going to throw
around him," Williams said.
There will definitely be

many scouts out this year
watching Mottola and pitcher
Jimmy Still, which will give
the other players an opportunity to be seen as well.
This is an important year for
Mottola, having to deal with
carrying a major load of the offense while being forced to develop patience at the plate and
trying to live up to everybody's
expectations.
_
What Mottola is going to have
to do is to place the draft in the
back of his mind and concentrate on the up-coming season.

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS ABOUT
THIS SPORTS PAGE?

•
•

Keep them to yourself! Well, OK, give us a call
and tell us how we can make this sports page more
important to you then life itself.
-

823-3956

~·

Optometrists
Pharmacists
.Physician
Assistants

~

•

Plan a future that soars.
Take your sciencNelated degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

--- -----

==============::::-~i=~=>
•

IGARY FISHER I

I

FUJI

I I

NISHIKI

I I

ALL ·1991 MODELS ON SALE 15°/o OFF
•
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Magic anything but tragic in amazing win against Cavs
Jamie Johnson

ous message that they wanted
to talk to me. I quickly took my
wallet out, removed my watch
FREE THROWS
and cow-towed but the young·
Walking up to the Orlando men looked at me and said, in a
Arena Saturday night for the thick European accent, "Hey,
Magic's game against the Cleve- what kind of game do they play
land Cavaliers, I was prepared for in that building tonight?"
Realizing the obvious opportuanother night of watching the
Magic play second-rate basket- nity to educate a tourist on the
ball andgetputawayin the fourth culture of our beloved country, I
quarter. I knew they had won big said, ''Usually, basketball. Tonight,
against the Dallas Mavericks the midget-tossing," put my watch
nightbeforesotheywereonsched- back on and headed in for the
ule for a humiliating defeat to massacre.
In the beginning, my midgetbring the team back to the reality
wrestlingcommentalmostseemed
of expansion-land.
I mean, the 'Tragic" were fac- prophetic as Clevelands' Mark
ing the Cleveland Cavaliers, one Price made the Magic's little bullof the leagues elite and a Jegiti- dog Scott Skiles look like a commateplayoffcontender. The Cavs plete farce. Price had 13 points in
were without center Brad the first period, including wideDaugherty, but the Magic's in- open run-away layups after stealjured list had ballooned out to ing the ball from Skiles.
Butsomethinghappenedin the
including Sam Vincent, Brian
Williams, Otis Smith, Jerry second period. The Magic forgot
Reynolds, Dennis Scott and listed who they were and came to play.
Forward TenyCatledgeforgot
Greg Kite as questionable.
This meant the Magic bench he was a washed out, over-the-hill
had more double breasted suits relic ofearlier days and began the
then warm-up suits sitting period by taking control of the
offensive boards to show that the
across it.
As I neared the fountain near Cat-man-do can still control the
the press entrance ofthe 0-rena, boards when he wants to.
Anthony Bowie, a call-up from
two guys walked toward me
hurriedly, giving me the obvi- the minor leagues of American

basketball, came in and with
Stanley Roberts at center, the
Magic began to shut the Cavs
down so tight they began to wonder ifthey were really playing~he
Magic or the Bulls.
The Magic went on a 15-3 run
that included Catledge and Bowie
blockillg two big shots and the
arrival on the floor of Chris
Corchiani ~t the point guard position for Skiles.
SkilesandstartingcenterGreg ·
Kite had looked terrible in thefirst
quarter against the faster players

(

theyw~reforcedtomatch-upwith.

Skiles watched Price give a clinic
on being a point guard in the NBA
while "Hot Rod" Williams looked
like a point guard himselfas the 611 center whirled around, past
and under the.humiliated Kite.
Corchiani showed himself to
be the player who will finally
end Sam Vincent's pl~yingdays
in Orlando by shutting down
Price in a match-up that left
Price sitting in the visitor's
locker room after the game with
his feet in ice, his knee wrapped
up and a deep scowl tattooed
across his red face.
The Magic held on to win and
the Arena erupted into uncontrolled jubilance.
Who'd a thunk it?!?

<.

Stanley Roberts and Teny Catledge (33) combine to oominate
the boards. (Michael DaHoog'FUTURE)

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16
FIJI improved to 2-0-1 on
the year with a big win over
Phi Delt, 6-2. Keith Ferguson
picked up his first hat trick of
the season while Charles
Howley scored 2 goals.
Other Scores: A League -X
Mend. Yaardie (fm:feit); Intifada t.
Shot Guns, 3-3
B League - TKE d. America
(forfeit); SAE II d. Delta Tau
Delta, 7-0

"IF YOU NEED TOWORK TD
GET THRDUIH SCHOOL,
YOU IEED TD SEE UPI:'
··1 need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all byrnyself, and
UPS is helping me take c~re of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.

BUM
.VICTIM.

"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this. UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company otters more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
-development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

I
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

""-'I

e

A Public Service of the USDA Forest Ser,11ce and
~~ your State Forester

RZ

I

~

(

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORKFORUS.

DUCATIOI
(

•
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Intramural basketball rolls on,
Kappa Alpha Psi .c limbs to·top

•

Harris Ahmed

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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STAFF REPORTER

During the week before the
Super Bowl, the Intramural basketball teams put in some super
and not-so-super plays during the
third week of the season.
Kappa Alpha Psi now sits
awp the A League's No. 1 spot,
as well as the Fraternity division at 4-0 after knocking off
Sigma Chi I, 60-39.
Kappa guard Anthony
Haynes scored 16ofbis18 p~ints
ii>. the second half and was perfect from the free-throw line.
Haynes also turned in a seasonhigh 34 points and 6 rebounds
as the Nupes brained Delta
Sigma Pi, 118-41, making them
only the second team overall w
score more than 100 points in a
single game.
Kappa center Bryan Parker
also turned in a career-high 33
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes' Debbie Rivera guards
points, 12reboundsand 7 steals.
a Dirty Dozen team member (15). (Michaet 0eHoog1FuruREJ
Lambda Chi I improved w3-1
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , astheystuffedPIKEI(0-4),71-48,
with four of their players scoring
-~································
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
in double figures. MikeHerringt.on
WITH THIS AD
led the pack with 18 points and 10
rebounds, while forward Steve
L-Ockwood picked up 15 points and
6 rebounds on the night.
In other news, Nol 3 SAE I (31) moved back inw the top five
with a win ov:er Delta Sigma Pi,
Professional Stylists
Appt. or Walk In
62-42.
Walmart Center
10661 E. Col. Dr.
P.J. Behr grabbed 30 points
282-1754

HEADS EAST
HAIRSTYLING
STYLE CUT

·$995

••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

and 11 rebounds. Sig Ep I held
off PIKE I in a 58-48 vicwry.
Sig Ep Forward Mark
Murray had a sensational night
with 26 points and 4 assists.
''We weren't at full roster due
w illness and players being lethargic," said Sig Ep coach Scott
Caujan, "but with fan support
and pride involved, we were able
to pull it out."
In the B League's Fraternity division, Sigma Chi II now
owns first place at 4-0 in a
close win over TKE (3-1), 3936.
Lambda Chi II improved w
3-1 on the season as they jacked
up ACACIA, 52-26. Forward
Scott Puleo and center Anthony Cota did the damage
with 10 points a piece.
No. 2 Mega Mix 6 still leads
the Knight division with a win
over the 7 Dwarfs, 45-36, while
No. 3 Red Card (3-1) dropped
CMB, 66-45, in a Hoosier-style
runaway .
The No. 1 Hurricanes (4-0)
still dominate the Pegasus division with a blow-out win over 4
Hirn, 61-22. After leading27-21
at halftime,
The 'Canes held their opposition to only 1 point in the second
half. Robert Garcia led the'
charge with a career-high 22
·points.
SAE II picked up their sec-

ond straight win after edging
FIJI, 33-28.
In the Women's Sorority
League, No. 3 Zeta barely held
off a determined but still
winless Delta Gamma, 39-37.
DGguardJenny Navaro hit
a 3-pointer with 48 seconds
left in regulation but couldn't
control the ball against the
Zetas. Ann Cecilione came off
the bench with 24 points in the
victory.
The No. 8 Bulls, comprised
of the UCF Women's Soccer
t_e arn, made their premiere to
the Sorority division and made
a lasting on the Tri-Deltas as
they were dropped, 37-lff.
Bulls center and assistant
coach Karen Richter pounded
the boards with 12 points, 9
rebounds and 4 steals.

Other Scores:
A League - Pi Slarnrna
Jamma d. Undertaker, 46-44;
No. 8 Lambda Chi Id. ATO I,
48-40;No. 3SAEI d.No. lOSig
Ep I, 50-47; No. 6 Sigma Chi I
d. ATO I, 56-46.
BLe1'gue-No.10WASP
d. 0 lga Nets, 40-34; Running
Rockheads d. Hotshots, 57-51.
Women's-No. 9 KD d. Pi
Phi (forfeit); No. 4 SEXY d.
BAD (default); No. 5 FCA Ladies d. No. 10 Dirty Dozen, 4115; No. 1 Yellow Rosed. No.3
B-Ball Rejects (default).

•

$450°0
•

$620°0

1.-.

•

Consumer R.eports Rated
•

•

#1 MOUNJAINBIKE
GIANT
PRECISELY RIGHT'

•
•
•

IGUANATM
I KICKIN'

UP THEIR HEELS

The UCF men's soccer team spend the afternoon scrimmaging the resurrected
Orlando Lions and a German team. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTUREJ

SALES· SERVICE· RENTAL
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Stetson holds off Lady Knights_for win by one
Freshman Tamika Coley scores 24 points in losing effort
Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF guafd Luz Lopez, a junior out of Bayamon, Puerto
Rico, passes the ball to Kala Loomis (31 ). <M1chae10eHoog1FuruREJ

Slow starts and strong finishes have been the trademark
of the Lady Knights this season
and it meant a one-point loss to
the Lady Hatters of Stetson.
Stetson University scored
six points before Tamika Coley
made the first basket for UCF.
Stetson's lead wavered between four points and as much
as 17 points in the first half.
The half ended with a 43-35
lead for the Lady Hatters.
The Lady Knights came out
strong in the second half and
quickly tied it up and took a
two-point lead.
But the Lady Hatters kept the
pressure on, recaptured the lead
~d then extended it to 10 points.
UCF refused to give up and
made it a battle for the finish. In
the final minutes the lead
flopped back and forth, but as
the buzzer sounded, the Lady
Knights held the short end of
the stick by one point, 87-88.
The weak beginning has been
acharacteristicofthe season for
the Lady Knights and is a source
of frustration for the team.
"If we can just start like we

play in the second, we'd win
more games,"said UCF head
coach Gail Falkenberg. ''We are
constantly having the problem
of turnovers and lack of cohesiveness in the first half. Our
·l ast three games, we have played
excellent in the second, but opposite in the first."
Although this is another
mark in the loss column, _the

lowed closely by Brinda Green,
who made 21. Debby Batz
made 19 points and Yolanda
Rhodes added 15 points.
UCF shot 41 percent from
the field and 43 percent on three
pointers. The Lady Knights were (.
also 73 percents from the
freethrow line. UCFonly scored
35 points in the first, but came
back to score 52 in the second.
''We scored more points in
the second," Falkenberg said,
"but we are still looking for
"We are still
some scoring from the bench.
We
get good hustle from the
looking for
{.
bench, but not scoring."
some scoring
Defensively, Coley and Batz
off the bench.. "
teameq up to capture 17 defensive-rebounds for the team.
• Gail Falkenberg
LADY KNIGHT'S COACH
Falkenberg said the team
needs more concentration.
"It's gonna take more con- l.
centration at the start of the
Lady"Knights feel better about game," Falkenberg said. "As
thisgamebecauseitwassoclose. the game wears on, they con- ( .
"It was a good, exciting game," centrate more on plays."
Falkenberg also said the spirFalkenberg said. "If we had
played well in the first half we its ofthe team were higher after
~ l
would have won.We had four [of the Stetson game.
"They seemed like they felt
the girls] in the double digits."
The scoring for UCF was better because they were in the
<
lead by Tamika Coley, who
made 24 points. She was fol- WO:MEN'S continued page 13

·Pme Luck rolls

UCF right fielder Mottola

in soccer action

prepares for big leagues

Harris Ahmed
STAFF REPORTER

Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

Modest, soft spoken, quiet, coachable
and intelligent are not normally attributes used to describe an athlete
who with all probability will be a first or
second round draft pick in the big
leagues at the end of the year.
Although University of Central
Florida right fielder Chad Mottola, only
a junior, stands a good chance of being
a high-roupd draft pick this June, you
wouldn't know it unless you saw him
play and practice every day.
"At the end of this year he is going-to
be worth an Iawful lot of money, but he
never talks about it; he is very quiet,"
senior catcher Glen Richardi said.
Mottola was raised in Pembroke
Lakes, a small suburb of Fort Lauderdale, where he began playing baseball
at five years old. ·
Throughout little league he was
coached by his father, which al~ays
gave him an extra edge.
"My father was always there for me,
he always took the time to work with
me, but he never put any pressure on
me," Mottola said.
Despite his natural abilities, Mottola
worked hard pushing himself throughout little league with the results being
that he made the all star team each
year he played baseball. ·
Continuing his success, Mott~la
then attended St. Thomas high school
in Fort Lauderdale where he played
baseball and football.
He played first base until his junior year when he was moved to center

field.
In his senior year things really began to come together; he was named
first team All-State outfielder and was
drafted in the 10th round by the Baltimore Orioles and offered $40,000. ·
''When I was deciding whether to
sign or not, I wasn't pressured by my
parents, they let me make up my own
mind," Mottola said.
Colleges were also heavily recruiting
him, including UCF, UniversityofSouth
Florida, University of Miami, University of New Orleans and Florida International University.
"I also got letters from Arizona State
and Witchita State, but I didn't pursue
them because I wanted to stay close to
home," Mottola said.
''I then decided to attend University of
Central Florida because I knew that I_
would be able to play my freshman year,
and I like Orlando, and I didn't feel I was
ready to go into the minors at 17 and play
with 25 year olds," Mottnla said
Because of his strong arm, he was ,
moved to right field in his freshman
year and was one of the leaders on the
team, hitting .323.
Continuing his success, Mottola hit
.343 with nine homeruns and 54 RBI.
He will almost certainly be a highround draft pick, especially ifhe continues to improve.
"Provided no injuries and that he
does as well as he has in the past, he will
definitely be a high-round draft pick,
possibly a first rounder," assistant coach
Terry Williams said.
"If everything woks out, I'm going to

fv1ottola makes contact with a pitching
madline's pitch. <Chartes K MonowtFUTUREJ
leave after this season and sign, I'm just
not counting on it," Mottola said.
Williams, the first-year Knight outfield coach who scouted MQttola while at
Rollins College in Winter Park, said, "He
is a prototype pro; he is 6 foot 3, about
210 pounds, loves the weight room, can
hit and already has a major_ league arm.
Af3 an example of how strong his arm
is, last year when the pitching staff became thin, Mottola was tried and was
steadily clocked at 86-87 mph, which is
what Cy Young award winner Tom
Glavine is clocked at.
This year is going to be a major test for
him, his first real test of his career.
With a good portion of last year's

With the Intramural Socrer season in its
third week, most of the teams had to brave
the opposition, as well as the elements.
In the A League, Lambda Chi broke
their 2-game losing streak with a 6-1
victory over PIKE. Mickey Cohen drew
a hat trick (3 goals) on the day. Sigma
Chi had to settle for a 1-1 tie over
Kappa Sigma. Art Pennaranda scored
the tying goal in the second half, while
both teams were unable to get in any
easy shots on goal. Christy Blaney
scored the Hit Squad's first goal in 2
games but it wasn't enough as they
dropped their fourth straight to Blitzkrieg, 8-1. Kernel Thompson and Eric
Serrano scored 3 goals in the victory.
Sig Ep I handed SAE I their first loss of
the season in a 2-1 win. Justin Freidas
and Jeff Hale took home one goal each.
"We are definitely capable of winning
it all this year.". said Sig Ep captain Dan
Murphy. "The only team that could beat
us right now is ourselves."
In the B League, Pure Luck improved their record to 2-1-1 as they
outclassedATO II, 6-3. Jason Boyd led
the scoring drive with a hat trick while
Peter Goyal chalked up a goal and an
assist. Stuttgart upped their record to
4-0 as they clipped Sig Ep II, 6-1. Matt
Shearer went to work again with 4
goals while teammate. Jeff Clarady
picked up a goal and an assist.
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"He's[Shearer)hel~ourteamalotthis <

season," saidStuttgartcaptainDaveBrown.
''Heknowshowtogettotheball. Asa passer _
anda shooter, he knows exactlywhattodo."
(
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